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Anticipates your goals and uses professional examples to show you the best ways to attain them. Hands-on tutorials allows you to apply different techniques to projects that will yield useful, real-world results. Softcover. CD-ROM included.       

   This is the first book in our Savvy series, a new line of premium quality, in-depth guides covering topics like Flash, Dreamweaver, Photoshop, and Maya. All Sybex Savvy books have coated paper for great image reproduction, plus stylish matte covers, an emphasis on professional quality examples, and a clean, clear interior design. Our goal with these books is to set a new standard for ourselves and for the industry. We hope you enjoy the results.
We're really excited about the outstanding job Norb and Ethan have done with Flash MX Savvy. Their book makes for a great launch to the series. It combines depth with accessibility, and works as both an excellent teaching tool and a reliable reference.   

--Associate Publisher, Graphics, Sybex Inc.     

   "A superb resource that budding Flash designers should not be without. This [Flash MX Savvy] is one of the best Flash MX tutorials yet produced. 5/5 stars"
    --3D World Magazine    

    Savvy: practical know-how    

    Flash MX is so powerful and versatile that even experienced web designers require additional help to move up to the next level. Focusing on program features as well as results, Flash MX Savvy anticipates your goals and uses professional examples to show you the best ways to attain them. You can either work your way through the book or zero in on any topic or group of tasks, from content creation to media integration to interactivity and ActionScript.    

    Hands On tutorials allow you to apply different techniques to projects that will yield useful, real-world results. Web designers, animators, artists, and developers will discover what’s new in Flash MX, learn the whys, not just the hows, and find a helpful ActionScript reference.    

    Coverage includes:

Content Creation: painting and drawing, text manipulation, reusable content.    

    ActionScript: understanding ActionScript as a language, Movie Clip management and parameter control, plus a reference section with essential ActionScript terms.    

    Interactivity: interface elements and controllers, new Flash components.    

    Audio Integration: synchronization, compression schemes, scripting of audio interactivity.    

    Media Integration: with audio applications, with Director, with CD-ROM content, with 3D animation.    

    Check out the author's website at http://www.vonflashenstein.com/index.html     

       About the Author

Ethan Watrall is an adjunct instructor in the Department of Visual Communications at Ivy Tech State College in Columbus, IN, where he teaches several web design classes. He is also a trained archaeologist, working on this Ph.D. at Indiana University. Norbert Herber creates and designs interactive experiences: visual and aural statements that communicate on the nonlinear, digital stage.
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Web Application Development with Yii and PHPPackt Publishing, 2012

	This book is a step by step tutorial in developing a real-world application using the incremental and iterative approach to software development. You learn about agile software development by leaning on the agile nature of the Yii application development framework. You touch on each aspect of the software development lifecycle by building a...
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SAP SCM Interview Questions Answers and Explanations: SAP Supply Chain Management Certification ReviewEquity Press, 2006
The Ultimate Reference & Learning Guide for S A P SCM Consultants  SAP SCM Interview Questions, Answers, and Explanations!  It' s clear that SAP SCM is the future for supply chain activity in SAP -- but  finding resources can be difficult . SAP SCM Interview Questions, Answers,  and Explanations guides you through your learning process. From...
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Picturing Machines 1400-1700 (Transformations: Studies in the History of Science and Technology)MIT Press, 2004
Technical drawings by the architects and engineers of the Renaissance made use of a range of new methods of graphic representation. These drawingsÐ²Ð‚”among them Leonardo da Vinci's famous drawings of mechanical devicesÐ²Ð‚”have long been studied for their aesthetic qualities and technological ingenuity, but their significance...
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Designing a Structured Cabling System to Iso 11801 Second Edition: Cross-referenced to European Cenelec and American StandardsWoodhead Publishing, 2002
This book is presented as an aid for information technology (IT) managers, consultants, cable installation engineers and system designers who need to understand the technology of the subject and the vast panoply of standards that accompany it. The book is a design manual for structured cabling and explains the terminology and physics behind the...
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Crowdfunding in China: A New Institutional Economics Approach (Contributions to Management Science)Springer, 2019

	
		China is currently the front-runner on the global crowdfunding market, even though this form of financing originated in the USA. Crowdfunding in China, however, differs significantly from its counterpart in the West. This book reveals that Chinese crowdfunding is a product of the country’s dynamic internet sector, which is...
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Chemogenomics in Drug Discovery: A Medicinal Chemistry Perspective, Volume 22 (Methods and Principles in Medicinal Chemistry)John Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Chemogenomics brings together the most powerful concepts in modern chemistry and biology, linking combinatorial chemistry with genomics and proteomics. The first reference devoted to the topic, this up-to-date resource covers all stages of the early drug discovery process, from target selection to compound library and lead design. With the...
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